
Dear Bennett, 

47 Highpoint, 

North Hill, 

Highgate, London N.6. 

23 July 1952 

I looked in at the Hellenic Society today to see 
if the secretary of the British School at Athens had any more news 
of this summer's excavations, and she asked my advice about a thing 
which is worrying her. Blegen had written to her about your anxiety 
not to offend Myres with the revelation of the number of printing 
and other errors in Scripta Minoa 2 in your forthcoming review of i t'-. 
But I couldn't really contrubute much to the discussion except to 
agree that your wwn relations with M~res are presumably good ehough 
to be able to explain to him by letter what you are doing. I must 
say that I'm less concerned with the parts of Myres' book which merely 
•• invucrve errors in the numbering of he tablets, - and so on, rather 
than with errors, in the index and drawings, which give misleading 
readings of the sign-groups themselves. And if there is to be any 
more printing of Scripta Minoa, in whole or in part, it is essential 
that all the corrections you can provide should be included. Unfortu
nately, the Oxford University Press are probably rather sick of the 
book by now, and it would really be simpler to have a separate commen
tary from you to read with the book, rather than try and revise the 
letterpress. 

I was also told that Myres has a volume 3 of Scripta 
Minoa ... to come, which he is getting the Society of Antiquaries to 
publish. What on earth is this going to contain? An~vay, they are 
hearing some of the criticisms of Scripta Minoa 2, and are anxious 
that the proofreading should be carried out better this time. It was 
suggested that there might be an offer from one of us to help in the 
proofreading. I would be quite willing. 

I expect you have news of the digs yourself, but in 
case not, I gather the position to date is this: Blegen has discovered 
the central part of a large Mycenaean palace at Pylos, with the megaron 
and throne, the floor being laid out in octopus and other designs, but 
the whole thing having been rather hard to excavate because of the 
lime f~om a destructive fire about 1200 BC. The first news, I had, 
indirectly from Mrs Blegen, that it was a Minoan palace, was wrong, 
and the late date arrived at in 1939 has been confirmed. He Uas found 
400 tablets, in good condition, which are now in the Nat.Arch.Museum, 
and which he proposes to spend the summer studying. 

Wace has found 37 - or 39 tablets, some of them quite 
big ones, in "Blegen's house" at Mycenae, which will be moved to Athens 
middle of August. There was also news in the"fimes", that a plaque 
had been found, with an inscription of the "16th century", but this 
sounds garbled. The other tablets, anyway, seem to be about 1200 BC 
too. 

If I get any encouragement from these two parties, I 
have half a mind to go out to Athens for a few weeks to have a look 
at the new stuff-; and if Blegen wants someone to draw the new transcript 
out, and you happen to be busy, I would be quite willing to volunteeT. 

I'm very conscious that there are a number of loose 
ends in the 'vocabulary' which I sent you: in fact, that though there 
are some forms which go very neatly into Greek, there are a devil of 
a lot of other forms which just won't transliee~ate into anything like 
sense. From what ~ said about - 'f< -jojo I can see that you 
have yourself been alive to many of the features which suggest that 
ghe Pylos tablets are in Greek. And the new finds this year, if they 
all as I suspect show the same language, make it very difficult not 
to expect Greek, at least in the majority of personal names. What I 
shall be ver,y interested to hear from you is whether .~ou can suggest 
some way of starting from the same points of departure and arriving 
at a more 100% solution. It's too provoking that the language shows 



so many parallels in form to Greek, and yet won't surrender outright. 
During the last weeks I've made, through Myres, one recruit 

who is, in my present state of doubts, almost embarrassingly ., enthu
siastic. He is John Chadwick, lecturer in Classical Philology at 
Cambridge, and had been working on the Minoan scripts for 6 years. 
Myres gave him a copy of the latest 'grid', and he saia that he 
found anough Greek to satisfy him that it worked, ~d to suggest that 
the dialect was an early stage of Arcadian. ene of the most s8riking 
suggestions he has since made himself is the transliteration of Knossos 
52: 

l'CTCf ",y~ 
AI:I Frl i ( 
tl3~ 
1twt-,.{~~J 

a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja 
e-nu-wa-Ri-jo 
pa-ja-wo 
po-se-da----

I've tried to work out the statistical chances of finding the names 
of 4 Olympians on one tablet, with an arbitrary grid and rules of 
orthography, and they're astronomical. But it may nevertheless be 
tripe:. Another of Chadwick's suggestions is ~ = p~ ,which 
gives us 1"trl ~1. It\. = o.rrvAo615 and ~+ = nUAoS. 

If I had to go back to the beginning and start again, I 
should cling to the identification of =1=:1.: / &1::':-~ = lTt=fT11p / ~eftT¥JP Ae 
on An42: I just can't see any ether explanation for the balancing 
of a masculine and a feminine rttrade" name in the different phrases. 
Are you convinced 1! The second stz~ting-point would be the contrast 
b~tween C 6 A\§ t.XpVT~S and 6, - a ~.itt -01, on JnOl etc, and between 
1Xou~1 and IX~' on En02 etc. Finally, the correlation between 

the inflexions of the different declensions and the Greek ones: 
- qS - os 
(~) 

Nom: - § -t~ -C -"tits -f -oS 
Gen: - ft -t~S -CfY -"Tio -fl-()/o 
Dat: -§ -lat -c -~I -f-WL 

- H -Iql -r,[¥Jml -f[r]-OL 
-§15+~wv -CIE -Tawv - + -wv 

Nom Pl: 

Gen pI: 

Dat pI: 

I' I 

- l1US - T'VJP - LAW - UJP 

- fF -,.,us 
_1ti -~fOs 

... ::/= ~1{p -/!i ... W~ - lIP! -VWf 

.. f!ff -ottof - '11+ . vopos 
- 2};Jr -ov-ru -IJPI{' - VOpE.-~ -z --,f{TA, 

-c. -~fts 
_A 3 -1{wv 

-1: Y' ~ P1p6J -&:/: ,ovn.s 

- (f M -lIJvCS7 -:/r HI 1~pcr I 
1';"'V7J1Iiah~ ~u ~ -e- . 

The condition where the genitive and nominative are the same, but 
distinct from the dative, could only occur, with ' the spelling rules 
assumed, in words in - OYJ and - o~ ; and it is a hell of - L! 
a coincidence that the only Pyl-os word which clearly sho rlS this, tf A "\ i , 
resolves itself so nicely into the equivalent of ~fJif6H.j; • 

Anyway, let's see what the new tablets hold in store. The diggers 
seem to have burst themselves to provide new material this year, and 
the least we could do is to t.ry and decipher it for them before the 
year's out. The trouble now is that I've got so mentally confused with 
Hroznyesq~ concentration on particular phonet~c values th~t I've lost 
the stomach for a purely dis. interested statistical analysis; and we 
must rely on you to keep that up. 

Yours sincerely, 

ps: 2 more starting-points which I should'nt ' like to give up in a 
'second attempt': ~N = Kopfo5/ - Ai,? = -Fopyos ; - ~~lJl!.s 
passive partidples. 
Incidentally, Chadwick independently zKgg arrived at the reading 

iocfd~ cp~O'"~O\vO( for the Knossos +1 *~ 1 
and this seems much better than the imaginary word given in my vocab. 
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